
 

Crossings
for violin, flute and guitar Andreja Andric 2000

Instead of a common score each musician's part is given separately. Musicians play independently
in every respect except the common rhythm, with accent on fast, constant pulse, elements of virtuosity
and improvisation. Guitarist starts first, violin and flute join a little later. Tempo should be fast: around six
eight notes per second. Total duration should be around 15 minutes.

Violin

Content of any measure can be repeated any number of times. Breaks of any length can be made
between any two bars. Everything should be played non-legato.
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2 for violin, flute and guitar  
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Flute

Content of any measure can be repeated any number of times. Breaks of any length can be made
between any two bars. Everything should be played non-legato.
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...
Continue in the same manner, applying the two alternate fingerings to the following positions: V IV IV III
nulla IV IV I V II VI VIII I VI nulla nulla II III VIII VIII V VI II VI VI VII nulla nulla IV nulla nulla
VII I V nulla VI VIII II VI IV III VIII I VI II I IV VI VIII V nulla II nulla VI III VIII nulla V II I etc.
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